MIXED STATES: A “NEW” NOSOGRAPHIC ENTITY
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SUMMARY

Objective: Mixed states represent a controversial topic in the current psychiatry. The definitions and the diagnostic criteria have changed over the past years. The new DSM-5 classification will have a substantial impact in several fields: epidemiology, diagnosis, treatment, research, education, and regulations.

Methods: We reviewed the latest literature by using the key words “mixed states” and “agitated depression” on the PubMed.

Results: Although there is a great expectation about the validity of the new DSM-5 mixed states diagnosis, little is known about its application on large population study but the formulation of less restrictive and more specific criteria for the diagnosis of mixed states represent a starting point for future researches, mainly in consideration of the fact that previous classifications consider the MS a superposition of manic and depressive symptoms, underestimating the clinical complexity and the wider phenomenologic variability of these conditions.

Conclusions: Clinical trials need to address treatment effects according to the presence or absence of mixed features in consideration of the fact that replacing in the bipolar spectrum patients that traditionally are considered to be affected by unipolar depression, represent a topical research hypothesis and has a practical remarkable importance in the appropriate therapeutic choice.
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BACKGROUND


Actually, there are few existing psychometric scales that measure the mixed dimension (Berk et al. 2007); consequently, further studies and specific diagnostic criteria are needed to ascertain psychometric measurements for the mixed component (Pacchiarotti et al. 2013, Perugi et al. 2014).

Until now, the DSM-IV-TR criteria for mixed episode did not allow an adequate understanding of a vast majority of bipolar patients with mixed (hypo) manic-depressive features (Pacchiarotti et al. 2011) due to the fact that the approach to the MS was mainly categorical and very restrictive (Pacchiarotti et al. 2013).

The MS in the DSM-IV-TR are basically defined as the combination of mania and major depression co-occurring in the same period (Perugi et al. 2013); this definition has been reviewed in the new DSM-5; that proposes a mixed categohrial-descriptive approach in the effort for overcome the deriving problems of the restrictive definition in the DSM-IV-TR (Vampini & Nifosi 2014); in fact, at least in the most severe forms, MS appears to represent more than a superposition of affective symptoms of opposite polarity (Vampini & Nifosi 2014).

Nevertheless, the latest literature doesn’t point out a univocal point of view.

Although some authors (Vieta et al. 2013) suggest that the new classification will capture subthereshold non-overlapping symptoms of the opposite pole, other authors (Koukopoulos et al. 2014) try to demonstrate that the DSM-5 proposal has weak scientific basis and does not identify a large number of mixed depressive states.

Perugi et al. (Perugi et al. 2014) indicate that the combinatory model might be more appropriate for the definition of less severe MS, in which mood symptoms are prominent and clearly identifiable; on the contrary, in the most severe MS, characterized by psychosis, severe emotional, perceptual and motor disturbances, the association with depressive and manic features could be not easily recognized and these conditions might be confused with a number of other psychiatric disorders, including borderline personality disorder, delusional depression, schizophrenia, and organic mental disorder (Akiskal et al. 1987, Koukopoulos et al. 1992, Swann et al. 2013).

Therefore, it would be important to distinguish mixed states from these conditions so that treatments (e.g., antidepressants), which might worsen their symptomatology, would be utilized with due caution (Akiskal et al. 2005) and treatments that might be particularly effective (e.g., mood stabilizers and ECT) would not go underutilized (Perugi et al. 2014).
EVOLUTION OF THE CONCEPT OF MIXED STATES

The first modern psychiatrist that described mixed states systematically was Johann Christian August Heinroth (1773–1843), who categorized mental disorders as exaltations (“hyperthymias”), depressions (“asthenias”), and mixed states of exaltation and weakness (“hypo-asthenias”), further divided into mixed mood, mental, and volition disorders (Heinroth 1818).

Subsequently, Emil Kraepelin (1856-1926) observed that mood, thought and volition could increase (manic) or decrease (depression) in an independent manner (Perugi et al. 1997, Angst et al. 2000, Marneros 2001, Marneros & Goodwin 2005, Swann et al. 2013).

On the basis of the different combinations of these independent oscillations, Kraepelin distinguished schematically the following subtypes for the MS: 1. Agitated depression, characterized by depressed mood and psychomotor agitation; 2. Manic stupor, where elation and the sensation of augmented capacity and power go together with psychomotor and ideational inhibition; 3. Depression with flight of ideas, characterized by depressed mood and psychomotor inhibition associated with the acceleration of thought; 4. Unproductive mania, with elation and psychomotor agitation associated with thought retardation; 5. Depressive-anxious mania, with a mood deflection associated with irritability, intolerance and reactivity; 6. Inhibited mania, with elation, distractibility, flight of ideas associated with motor inhibition (Perugi et al. 1997a).

In addition, Kraepelin described some MS specific features such as the tendency to chronicity, the frequent presence of psychotic aspects (Vampini & Nifosi 2014) and mainly, he proposed that MS were driven by a sort of hyperarousal and, consequently, they can be considered as a severe form of bipolar disorder (Swann et al. 2013).

After that, Wilhelm Weygandt, a pupil and a colleague of Kraepelin, published the first book on MS, “On the mixed states of Manic-Depressive Insanity” (Weygandt 1899), in which introduced the term “agitated depression” (Swann et al. 2013), stating the basis of a differentiation between mania with depressive features, now called “mixed” or “dysphoric mania” and depression with manic features, named “agitated depression”.

Infact, Kraepelin (1921) (Akiskal et al. 2005) initially excluded this syndrome from his broad rubric of manic-depression, but based on follow-up of such cases by another student, Georges Dreyfus, he reclassified them as mixed states.

Although the classification proposed by Kraepelin has being criticized in the past for its schematic approach, now has regain value in consideration of its correspondence to the clinical reality (Swann et al. 2013).

MIXED STATES CRITERIA: PROPOSALS

The definition of mixed states in the different editions of the DSM has suffered from several changes: in the first edition of the DSM (1952) (American Psychiatric Association 1952) the term “manic depressive reaction, mixed type” was used rather loosely, while the second edition (1968) (American Psychiatric Association 1968) required that “manic and depressive symptoms appeared almost simultaneously” in order to diagnose “mixed” manic-depressive. In the DSM-III (1980) (American Psychiatric Association 1980) and DSM-III-R (1987) (American Psychiatric Association 1987), the diagnosis of bipolar disorder, mixed, required the “full symptomatic picture of both manic and major depressive episodes, intermixed or rapidly alternating every few days”, whereas in the DSM-IV (1994) (American Psychiatric Association 1994) and the DSM-IV-TR (2000) (American Psychiatric Association 2000), the term “mixed episode” was introduced and required that criteria were met for both manic and depressive episodes each day for at least 1 week, that either socio-professional and/or everyday life impairment or psychosis be present, and that medical conditions and drugs do not account for symptoms (Pacchiarotti et al. 2011, Vampini & Nifosi 2014).

The ICD-10 classification (World Health Organization 1992) provides a less rigid description; in fact it considers the possibility of having depression with mixed hypomanic features. Anyway, it requires that two sets of opposite symptoms occur for the most part of the current episode, as in the DSM-IV TR (Vampini & Nifosi 2014).

Several authors, evaluating large cohorts of patients, have proposed a new nosology for the MS based on different criteria that proceed from an intermediate categorical definition to wider dimensional approaches (Vampini & Nifosi 2014).

Berner et al. (Berner et al. 1983) proposed specific criteria (Vienna Research Criteria), which delineate a mixed affective subtype defined by a sustained instability characterized by a “persistent presence of a drive state contradictory to the mood state and/or the emotional resonance” (Perugi et al. 2001) and associated with perception disorders, sensation of external disturbance and depersonalization (Vampini & Nifosi 2014).

McElroy et al. (McElroy et al. 1992, 1995) defined the dysphoric mania by the presence of three or more symptoms of major depression during a full manic or hypomanic episode by DSM-III-R criteria (McElroy et al. 1992) and Cassidy et al. (Cassidy et al. 2000, Cassidy & Carroll 2001) stated that the definition of mixed mania requires that subjects meet the full DSM-III-R criteria for mania and have two or more of the following six symptoms: depressed mood, anhedonia, guilt, suicidality, fatigue and anxiety; in contrast to the DSM-III-R definition, non-specific items, such as...
psychomotor agitation, have been deleted and anxiety has been included (Cassidy & Carroll 2001). These criteria are named Cincinnati Criteria.

Akiskal (Akiskal 1992) described mixed states in Bipolar Disorder I, II and III, delineating the clinical aspects of the different presentations and the associated prognostic factors.

The Pisa-San Diego criteria (Perugi et al. 1997, 2001) are based on the presence of a state of sustained (at least 2 weeks) emotional instability and/or perplexity in which depressive and manic symptoms are simultaneously present in a fluctuating manner in 2 or more of five areas such as mood, thought flow, thought content, perceptual disturbance and motility associated with 2 or more temperament characteristics.

Koukopoulos et al. (Koukopoulos et al. 2014) criticize the DSM definition of mixed states and point out that the concepts of agitation and psychomotor excitement is the key point, not DSM-defined manic symptoms for the mixed depressive state or “agitated depression”.

Finally, it has also been proposed in research, specific cut-offs in symptom scales should be incorporated (i.e., a score ≥10 on the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale for a hypomanic mixed episode, or a Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia score ≥8 for a depressive mixed episode) (Swann et al. 2013).

**CRITICS TO THE NOSOLOGY**

The DSM-IV TR indicates, as an exclusion criterion, that the mixed symptomatology doesn't derive from the effects of drugs or a medical condition but it is difficult to evaluate if a mixed episode is the consequence of a brain injury, of a drug abuse and/or toxicity (Vampini et al. 2014) in consideration of the fact that these conditions are frequently reported in the personal histories of these patients (Perugi et al. 2001, McElroy 2008); furthermore this approach addressed depressive and manic episodes separately, regarding mixed states as subtypes of these episodes rather than in terms of episode components (like Kraepelin) or underlying mechanisms (like Berner) (Swann et al. 2013).

In addition, the ICD-10 classification provides for the mixed state diagnosis the presence of at least a previous affective episode; consequently it doesn't take in consideration that a mixed episode is often the first expression of the mood disorder (McElroy et al. 1992, 1995, Cassidy et al. 2000, Cassidy & Carroll 2001).

These restrictive bidimensional criteria undermine the existence of subsyndromal mixed states, and obscure the fact that, in clinical practice, the most prevalent clinical presentation of mixed episodes is the presence of few concomitant symptoms of the opposite polarity (Perugi et al. 1997, Akiskal et al. 1998, Perugi et al. 2001, Goldberg et al. 2009, Swann et al. 2009).

Consequently, one current challenge is to develop models in which reliably observable clinical characteristics can drive research on the mechanisms and treatments of these states (Swann et al. 2013).

**THE DSM-5 MIXED STATES**

In DSM-5, mood episodes will be defined as being manic, major depressive, or hypomanic, and the mixed episode as defined in DSM-IV-TR will be removed; in fact, the updated DSM-5 proposes a “with mixed features” specifier to be applied when at least three opposite symptoms are present during a mood episode and it could be referred to manic episodes in BD I; hypomanic episodes in BD I and II; and Mood Depressive Episodes (MDEs) experienced in BD I, BD II, BD not otherwise specified (BD-NOS), and major depressive disorder (MDD). This decision arises from the manifest need to capture subthreshold nonoverlapping symptoms of the opposite pole and to better account for the highly prevalent subsyndromal presentations that, under DSM-IV-TR classification, do not meet the criteria for any of the 3 bipolar diagnoses (Nusslock 2011, Pachiarotti et al. 2011).

This new classification seems to outdoing the unipolar–bipolar dichotomy and is linked to Kraepelin's concept of a “mood spectrum” that varies from unipolar depression to pure mania at its extremes (Kraepelin 1899, Akiskal et al. 2000, Perugi & Akiskal 2005, Angst et al. 2010); this seems to be in line with several studies showing a frequency of patients with Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) with at least one manic symptom ranging from 22% to 50% and with at least three manic symptoms ranging from 7% to 23% (Nusslock 2011, DSM web site 2012) (similar proportions were found among depressive bipolar I (BP I) and bipolar II (BPII) patients: more than half experienced at least one manic symptom, and 10–16% experienced at least three manic symptoms).

The Mood Disorders Work Group also accepted that mixed depressive patients are likely to belong to bipolar spectrum according to their socio-demographic and clinical characteristics (Koukopoulos et al. 2014).

Nonetheless, some authors (Sato et al. 2003, Maj et al. 2006, Goldberg et al. 2009) did not find any of the proposed DSM-5 symptoms as diagnostically relevant for identifying depression with mixed features; others (Murru et al. 2011) underline that the new DSM-5 approach doesn’t clarify the boundary between BD and the correlated diagnosis (i.e. the schizoaffective disorder). Furthermore, some authors observe that the problem of the “unipolar-bipolar dichotomy” remains unresolved because a depressive episode with mixed features is still considered a MDD and consequently, not included in the bipolar spectrum (Moreno et al. 2012).

**MIXED STATES. FROM DYSPHORIC MANIA TO AGITATED DEPRESSION: CLINIC AND EPIDEMIOLOGY**

Mixed states are characterized by a complex symptomatological picture that includes severe anxiety and prolonged affective instability related to emotional
perplexity, psychotic experiences and grossly disorganized behaviour (Perugi & Akiskal 2005), irritability, impulsivity and psychomotor agitation (Marneros & Goodwin 2005); these are the specific and typical characteristics of the MS and lead to the hypothesis of their autonomy as the “third polarity” of mood disorders (Cohen et al. 1988, Perugi et al. 1997, Freeman & McElroy 1999).

In general, MS are associated with earlier age at first hospitalization and longer duration of illness (Cassidy & Carroll 2001, Baldassarri et al. 2010, Valenti et al. 2011), with an increased relapse risk (Kessing 2008, Baldessarini et al. 2010), a overall morbidity 1.6-times higher in bipolar patients with an initial mixed state than in bipolar patients with a first purely manic episode (Baldassarri et al. 2010), an increased risk of developing future mixed episodes (Kessing 2008, Baldessarini et al. 2010), a higher prevalence of substance use (González-Pinto et al. 2007) and other comorbidities (Goldberg & McElroy 2007), a higher risk of suicide (González-Pinto et al. 2007, Henry et al. 2007, Goldberg et al. 2009, Swann et al. 2009, González-Pinto et al. 2010, Valenti et al. 2011), lower recovery rates in the long-term (Azorin et al. 2009), and lower response to antidepressant drugs (ADs) (Goldberg et al. 2007, Frye et al. 2009, Valenti et al. 2011).

In addition, MS patients are affected from major depression 6.5 times more often than the BD patients and had 69% more dysthymia during follow-up than BD patients presenting with an initial manic episode (Baldassarri et al. 2010).

Thus, the combination of components of manic and depressive states is associated with a more severe form of BD with a worse course of illness and higher rates of comorbid conditions (Vieta & Valenti 2013).

Several studies have focused attention on manic states co-existing with full or partial depressive features that is generally called “manic mixed states (MMS), “dysphoric mania” or “mixed mania” (Akiskal et al. 2005, Golberg et al. 2009, Swann et al. 2013) and variously considered as a subtype of mania (Murphy & Beigel 1974), a more severe manic state (Post et al. 1989) or a transitional state between mania and depression (Bunney et al. 1972).

Swann et al. (Swann et al. 2013, 2013a) reviewed the most recent literature and identify that anxiety, 1 depressive component, irritability/hostility, and one component of psychosis, as well as the classic elevation of mood and psychomotor activation symptoms of mania are common to mixed mania.

Some distinctive features of mixed mania compared with pure mania and mixed depressive states have been found: greater prevalence in females, ranging from 63% to 69% using most definitions (Cassidy et al. 2008), more functional impairment (Rosa et al. 2009), more frequent comorbidity with obsessive-compulsive disorder (McElroy et al. 1995) or substance abuse and more common past, current and recent suicidality (Dilsaver et al. 1994, Goldber et al. 1998); as for the prognostic aspects, mixed mania presents more past mixed episodes of longer duration, high probability of a MS at onset with a higher risk of a future mixed episode (Perugi et al. 2001, Cassidy et al. 2008, Kessing 2008, Azorin et al. 2009, Baldessarini et al. 2010, Gonzalez-Pinto et al. 2010, Valenti et al. 2011, Martin-Carrasco et al. 2012); regarding the age of onset, the majority of studies report that mixed mania occur at a younger age than pure episodes (Cassidy & Carroll 2001, Perugi & Akiskal 2005, Benazzi 2008, Goldberg et al. 2009, Gonzalez-Pinto et al. 2011, Valenti et al. 2011, Azorin et al. 2012).

Contrary to mixed mania, the existence of depressive mixed states (DMS), characterized by a complete major depressive episode with manic symptoms, are not officially recognized within the current nosology (Perugi et al. 2001) and have been ignored in the literature for a long time (Vampini & Nifosi 2014).

According to the clinical descriptive observations, the symptomatological profile of DMS is characterized by an “agitated depression”, often with psychotic features, irritability/aggressiveness, psychomotor agitation, increased talkativeness, hypersexuality, distractibility and flight of ideas/racing thoughts (Akiskal & Mallya 1987, Koukopoulos et al. 1992, Koukopoulos & Koukopoulos 1999, Swann et al. 2013a).

Similar to mixed mania, mixed depressive patients differ from pure bipolar depressives in that they are more likely to show a mixed state at the first episode; have more severe episodes of longer duration; have less interepisodic remission; have more rapid cycling; have higher recurrence rates of depressive or hypomanic episodes; have more previous mixed episodes; and have more incongruent psychotic features, suicide attempts, and alcohol abuse (Perugi et al. 2001, Akiskal et al. 2005, Goldberg et al. 2009, Azorin et al. 2012).


Perugi et al. (Perugi et al. 2000) observed that DMS are often confused with other psychiatric disorders (such as schizophrenia, psychotic depression or borderline personality disorder); consequently, they are inadequately treated with high probability of resistance to treatment and/or destabilization of the BD.

Furthermore, they revealed that major depression was more common among the relatives of depressive mixed states. In effect, depressive mixed states, like manic mixed states, arise from a bipolar diathesis, yet they are distinguished from them by higher familial load for depression.
As for the epidemiological aspects, mixed states are common in the context of BD (Akiskal et al. 2000), but a direct consequence of the several definitions is that the reported prevalence rate varies significantly between studies (Vieta & Valentì 2013). For mixed manic states, the recognized overall mean global prevalence is 31% (McElroy et al. 1992), but the prevalence based on the narrow definitions of ICD-10 and DSM-III/IV is reported to be between 6.7% and 28%, and is up to 66% when using broader definitions (Cassidy et al. 2008).

In a cross-sectional multicenter study, Vieta and Morralla (Vieta & Morralla 2010) reported 9% prevalence according to ICD-10 criteria, 13% prevalence according to DSM-IV-TR criteria, 17% according to Cincinnati criteria, and 23% by clinicians? assessment.

Predominantly depressive mixed states have been studied less, but the reported rates also vary, between 20% and 70%, depending on the use of narrow or broad definitions (Benazzi 2008, Goldberg et al. 2009, Azorin et al. 2012).

Consequently, more studies focused on the clinical features and the diagnostic aspects of MS are needed to overcome the diagnostic difficulties.

DIAGNOSTIC ASPECTS

Until now, many researchers have studied the clinical characteristics of MS in order to better recognize this disorder.

Swann et al. (Swann et al. 2013), on the basis of a literature review, state that, regardless of the dominant polarity, characteristics of mixed states emerge with two or three symptoms of opposite polarity.

Depressive symptoms that characterize mixed manic episodes included dysphoric mood, anxiety, excessive guilt and suicidality (Cassidy et al. 1998).

Mixed manic episodes seem to be similar to agitated depressive episodes with more severe agitation, irritability and cognitive impairment (Swann et al. 1993).

The symptoms characterizing mixed manic episodes include increased mood lability and irritability, less grandiosity, euphoria, pressure of speech, and decreased need for sleep compared to non-mixed episodes (Cassidy et al. 1998).

In addition, anxiety appears to be a core symptom of mixed manic episodes (Cassidy 2010); in fact, in mania, high anxiety scores are associated with depression scores (Gonzàles-Pinto et al. 2007, Swann et al. 2009) and it seems to emerge with two depressive symptoms in mixed mania (Swann et al. 2009).

As for the course of the disorder, early onset of illness emerged with three or more depressive symptoms in the contest of mixed mania (Swann et al. 2009).

The same consideration is valid for suicidal behaviour (Goldberg et al. 1998); in fact mixed mania combines the hopelessness of depression with the impulsivity and hyperactivity of mania.

As for the manic features associated with a major depressive episode, Sato et al. (Sato et al. 2003) decidedly affirmed that euphoria and grandiosity, the first two diagnostic criteria proposed by DSM-5, were too rare to be considered diagnostically important in mixed depressive clinical pictures.

Dysphoria, defined as a constellation of symptoms such as inner tension, irritability, aggressive behaviour and hostility, was ascertained in 73.3% of patients with a mixed state (Bertschy et al. 2008). Similarly, Olgiati et al. (Olgiati et al. 2006) found that dysphoria, together with psychotic symptoms and reduced need for sleep, was an independent predictor of agitated depression in a multivariate model.

Some authors (Maj et al. 2003, Akiskal et al. 2005, Benazzi 2005, Pae et al. 2012) reported that the most frequent symptoms found in DMS were irritability (Maj et al. 2003, Pae et al. 2012), racing thoughts/flight of ideas (Maj et al. 2003), psychomotor agitation, talkativeness (Maj et al. 2003, Perlis et al. 2012), distractibility (Maj et al. 2003) and increased energy/decreased sleep (Perlis et al. 2012) with different percentages.

Furthermore, according to Pacchiarotti et al. (Pacchiarotti et al. 2011) irritability and psychomotor agitation are the strongest predictors of suicide attempts (Baláz et al. 2006, El-Mallakh et al. 2008) in these patients.

Koukopoulos et al. (Koukopoulos & Sani 2014) observed the clinical utility of using a different set of symptoms, other than DSM-5 criteria, to characterize mixed depression and that these symptoms should not be called ‘manic/hypomanic’ symptoms but excitatory symptoms, following Griesinger’s use of the phrase ‘excitation of the psychic processes’ (Griesinger 1861).

A recent factor analysis (Pacchiarotti et al. 2013) of manic, depressive, and mixed episodes in BD I inpatients identified a specific mixed factor dimension that the authors termed “mixicity,” which distinguishes mixed episodes from pure manic and depressive episodes. This dimension includes the items anxiety, tension, suicidality, motor hyperactivity, and excitement; is unrelated to depressed mood; and does not include psychomotor retardation. This “mixicity” dimension was found to be associated with predominant depressive polarity, more lifetime mixed episodes, worse course of illness, and a higher frequency of previous antidepressant use. Moreover, the “mixicity” factor was associated with an anxious temperament and a premorbid temperament mainly characterized by anxiety and tension, supporting the hypothesis that mixed episodes result from an admixture of inverse temperamental factor to a manic syndrome, as proposed by some authors (Akiskal 1992, Perugi & Akiskal 2005); in fact Akiskal et al. (Akiskal et al. 1998), in an attempt to explain the development of mixed states, hypothesized that mixed states arise from the intrusion of an affective episode into an opposite temperament or one with a high degree of chronic instability, such as cyclothymic temperament.
This dimensional pattern of an anxious–excited arousal is not in agreement with some of the symptoms needed to define a manic episode with mixed features in DSM-5. Dysphoria is included, but psychomotor retardation is also a possible symptom, and anxiety is not explicitly included in the DSM-5 definition.

Consequently, further research is needed to understand in large sample of inpatients and outpatients what are the real predictors of the mixed states disease.

**THERAPEUTIC IMPLICATIONS**

It is largely recognized that mixed manic/depressive presentations in BD have a poorer pharmacological response compared with pure episodes (Benazzi 2008, Cassidy et al. 2008, Gonzalez-Pinto et al. 2011), and combination therapy is often required (Gonzalez-Pinto et al. 2007).

According to the latest literature (Pacchiarotti et al. 2013), patients with MS have more past antidepressant treatment, especially SSRIIs, and increased antidepressant (AD) use during the six months preceding the index episode.

Akiskal et al. (Akiskal et al. 2005) proposed that mixed depressive episodes should not be treated with antidepressants because of increased activation and risk for suicidality; in fact the FDA has listed some features of mixed depression, like irritability, psychomotor agitation, and bipolarity, among the possible precursors of AD-related suicidality (FDA 2011). It has been advanced that agitation, dysphoria, and other characteristics of the mixed state might provide the energy needed to support suicidal actions (Koukopoulos et al. 2005). Is worthy to note that previous studies showed that the reports of increased risk of suicidal behaviour in some depressed patients on AD treatment might be related to the psychomotor activation/agitation as a part of an unrecognized mixed state (Akiskal et al. 2005).

Furthermore, it could be speculated that the excessive use of ADs in these patients worsen the clinical course of a depressive mixed state (Koukopoulos et al. 2007, Pacchiarotti et al. 2011) causing increased agitation and insomnia, the occurrence of psychotic symptoms and the emergence of suicidal ideas or impulses.

In summary, antidepressants without mood-stabilizing treatments have limited efficacy and the potential for harm in MS (Akiskal et al. 2005, Swann et al. 2013); anyway, patients with mixed states have a poorer long-term prophylactic response to treatment in general (Gonzalez-Pinto et al. 2011). Given the high risk for suicidal behaviour in mixed states, many authors (McElroy et al. 1992, Swann et al. 1997, Golberg et al. 1998a) studied the role of lithium in patients susceptible to mixed states and discover that, although lithium is effective on impulsivity and suicidality, the prophylactic treatment is less effective in mixed mania than the pure episode (McElroy et al. 1992, Swann et al. 1997, Golberg et al. 1998a); on the contrary valproate seems to be effective in the treatment of mixed mania (McFarland et al. 1990, Calabrese et al. 1992, Cassidy et al. 2000, Bowden et al. 2006, Smith et al. 2010).

As for antipsychotic drugs, the second generation drugs are efficacious, both in monotherapy and in combination with mood stabilizers (Muralidharan et al. 2013).

**THE ADDED VALUE OF THE RESEARCH**

Although there is a great expectation about the validity of the new DSM-5 mixed states diagnosis, little is known about its application on large population study.

The new DSM-5 classification will have a substantial impact in several fields: epidemiology, diagnosis, treatment, research, education, and regulations. The new concept is data-driven and maybe it could overcome the problems derived from the extremely narrow definition in the DSM-IV-TR (Vieta & Valenti 2013). Contemporary, the formulation of less restrictive and more specific criteria for the diagnosis of mixed states represent a starting point for future researches (Perugi et al. 1997a, Vampini & Nifosi 2014), mainly in consideration of the fact that previous classifications consider the MS a superposition of manic and depressive symptoms, underestimating the clinical complexity and the wider phenomenologic variability of these conditions.

In fact, according to McElroy hypothesis (McElroy et al. 1995), if dysphoric mania (and agitated depression too) proved to be a separate affective state rather than a stage-related or transitional state, it could be argued that triangular model of mood disorder may be more appropriate than bipolar model; in this context, agitated depression would represent severe depression with mild mania and dysphoric mania would represent severe depression with severe mania; furthermore, other forms of MS may represent transitional disturbances between the extremes of agitated depression and dysphoric mania of greater and lesser severity, according to the Kraepelin’s concept of “Bipolar Spectrum” (Kraepelin 1899).

As a consequence, clinical trials also need to address treatment effects according to the presence or absence of mixed features (Vieta & Valenti 2013); in fact replacing in the bipolar spectrum patients that traditionally are considered to be affected by unipolar depression, represent a topical research hypothesis and has a practical remarkable importance in the appropriate therapeutic choice (Vampini & Nifosi 2014).
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